Bess Beetle Observation Lab Report

Make a detailed drawing of your Bess beetle below:

The length of my Bess beetle is _____ millimeters.
The width of my Bess beetle is _____ millimeters.
My Bess beetle weighs _____ grams.
The color of my Bess beetle is __________________.
My Bess beetle is covered with a hard __________________.
My Bess beetle has _____ body parts. They are the ________, the __________, and the ____________.
My Bess beetle has _____ jointed legs. They are attached to the ____________.
There are ______ joints on each leg.
On the end of each leg my Bess beetle has ________.
Looking closely at the head of my Bess beetle I see . . .
   ______ horn
   ______ antennae
   ______ mandibles for chewing
   ______ compound eyes
Although my Bess beetle can’t fly, it does have ________________.
My Bess beetle’s wings are covered by a hard wing case called an ________________.
My Bess beetle’s name is _____________________________________________.

Word Bank

elytra    wings    thorax    head
exoskeleton    claws    abdomen